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1. Introduction 

The speed at which unstructured online databases have been growing in the last couple of years 

stimulated the development of new spatialization techniques capable to re-organize massive data 

archives for efficient information extraction. Specifically, scalable dimension reduction 

techniques have been recently developed, to handle millions of data points in spatialization 

(Shawn et al. 2011). Unfortunately, the systematic evaluation and validation of such novel data 

dimension reduction techniques, especially the effect of the chosen filtering method on the 

resulting spatialized configurations, remains mostly unexplored. Data filtering success is 

typically determined by overall computational efficiency and respective data volume reduction 

capacity. In this paper, we propose a framework for the systematic thematical evaluation and 

validation of dimension reduction algorithms used for data filtering. Thereby we investigate the 

following GIScience-inspired research questions: 

 

1. How does input data filtering affect the quality of the resulting spatialization? 

Specifically, what are the effects of varying input distance relations on the spatialized 

output patterns? 

2. Is the spatialization quality assessment scale-dependent? Specifically, are chosen quality 

measures stable when varying the level-of-detail of the spatialization evaluation? As 

scale-dependency is inherent to geographic space, we contend to find it also in 

information spaces. 

 

As location is, arguably, “the most fundamental primitive of spatial knowledge” (Golledge 1995) 

and results of dimension reduction are the locations of projected items in an output space, we 

propose a systematic evaluation based on concepts and methods from GIScience to answer these 

research questions. 

We apply our validation framework to a set of randomly selected world cities with known 

geographical coordinates, to systematically assess the effects of data filtering by example of the 

Distributed recursive Layout (DrL/VxOrd) algorithm, a commonly used dimension reduction 

algorithm (Shawn et al. 2011). 

2. Background 

The popular DrL/VxOrd projection method is a modified force directed placement algorithm, 

and was specifically developed for spatializing massive datasets (Shawn et al. 2011). Klavans 

and Boyack (2006a, 2006b) have employed it successfully to generate science maps, projecting 

thousands of research journals found in the ISI database. The authors found that instead of using 

a full similarity matrix considering all possible relationships between journals to be spatialized, 



 

 

only the fifteen strongest similarity relationships for each journal was sufficient for creating 

meaningful output spaces with stable spatial structures (Klavans und Boyack 2006a).  

3. Methodology 

Following a similar evaluation approach as proposed by Skupin (2003), we employ known 

locations of geographic features (e.g., world cities) as input for spatialization, to assess the fit of 

the output locations, computed by the chosen dimension reduction method. Specifically, we 

would expect to recover similar relative locations of world cities in a 2D DrL/VxOrd 

spatialization, compared to geographic space, when projecting them using an n-dimensional 

Euclidean inter-city distance matrix as input. 

Based on known geographical latitude and longitude coordinate pairs for 3532 randomly 

selected world cities, we calculated a square inter-city (Euclidean) distance matrix as input to the 

DrL/VxOrd algorithm. We constructed output spaces at three different levels of detail, using the 

DrL/VxOrd algorithm as implemented in the Network Workbench (NWB Team 2006). We 

varied the number of considered strongest neighboring distance relations for each city (500, 100, 

and 15 neighbors, as suggested Klavans und Boyack (2006a)). The spatialized city coordinates 

were then imported into ESRI ArcGIS (2011), for further analysis. We grouped cities to 

meaningful clusters with the point aggregation tool in ArcMap (threshold=90km), to investigate 

the second research question relating to scale-dependency of the found patterns within the output 

space. To compare patterns in the geographical input space with patterns in the output spaces, we 

determined three levels of detail for the analysis, as follows: 

 

 Macro level: At the coarsest level we quantify the correspondence of the inter city 

cluster distances in the geographic space with those found in the projected space with a 

Pearson correlation analysis of cluster centroid distance comparisons. 

 Meso level: At the medium-scale level we quantify cluster correspondence in the 

geographic space with those found in the projected space with the hyper-geometrical test 

for cluster consistency (Kos und Psenicka 2000). 

 Micro level: At the highest level of detail we quantify the correspondence of intra city 

cluster distances in the geographic space with those found in the projected space with a 

Pearson correlation analysis, using twenty-four cities from three clusters in each 

projected space. 

4. Results and discussion 

The hyper-geometric probability test for all computed spaces is, p= 0.000. This means that the 

found clusters in all three projections replicate the clusters, as defined in the geographical input 

space, and these found clusters are not random (i.e., meso level analysis). We omit more detailed 

meso level analysis results in below discussion, due to space constraints. Table 1 shows the 

results of the three spatializations, with varying strongest neighboring relations. The higher the 

correlation coefficients are, the better the correspondence between input and output spaces. The 

projection considering 100 strongest neighboring relations, overall, yields the lowest correlation 

coefficients, considered to be only medium strong (Cohen 1988). The validity of the output space 

does indeed depend on number of relations, but does not simply improve linearly with an 

increasing number of considered strongest neighboring relations. 

 



 

 

Table 1: Macro and micro accuracy for the three computed spatializations 

Spatializations 

(number of neighboring 

relations) 

Macro accuracy 

(Pearson’s r) 

Micro accuracy  

(Pearson’s r) 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

500 0.638 0.856 0.530 0.332 

100 0.296 0.493 0.330 0.008 

15 0.594 0.983 0.962 0.815 

 
The projection with 500 neighbors yields the highest correlation coefficient (r=0.64) at the macro 

level. The inter-cluster distances in the projected space correspond with thus well with the 

geographical inter-cluster distances. However, inspecting the intra-cluster distances at the micro-

level of the analysis, the second (r=0.53) and third cluster (r=0.33) do not fit very well. For the 

micro level analysis we only used three recovered clusters with different size and density (due to 

space constraints), denoted with an asterisk (*) in the map legend of Figure l and 2. 

Figures 1 and 2 below show the output space recovered for the 500 and 15 strongest city 

neighbors, respectively. Each point represents a city location spatialized based on their 

geographical inter-city distances. The identified city clusters are highlighted with matching color 

hues in the projected output space as well as in the geographic input space. Six clusters in Figure 

1, and 29 clusters in Figure 2 have been recovered through spatialization. Four larger and two 

smaller clusters are shown in Figure 1a: An American city cluster (left), a European-African 

cluster (upper right), three smaller clusters with Asian cities, and an East Asian/Oceania cluster 

in the lower-right of the Figure. While the six clusters in Figure 1 are clearly distinguishable, the 

distance relationships between cities within the clusters are not. This visually apparent lower 

(micro) level of detail of Figure 1, compared to Figure 2, is also quantitatively reflected in the 

lower correlation coefficients at micro-scale level in Table 1 (see first three clusters denoted with 

a *). 



 

 

 
Figure 1. Cities in the projected space considering 500 neighbors and identified clusters 

highlighted in the geographic space. 
 

Figure 2 exhibits a more intricate visual pattern, with more detail than Figure 1. Additionally to 

the continental structure of the clusters re-covered in Figure 1, also sub-continental 

differentiations emerge in Figure 2: northern and southern American cities are now 

distinguished; Oceania, South-East Asia, and the Asian cities are now clearly visible. 

Correspondence at the macro level is still good (r=0.59), and now even very good at the micro 

level of the analysis (r>0.80), for all the three analyzed clusters. Hence, intra-cluster distances in 

the projected space correspond well with the geographic space, and the internal structure of the 

found clusters is meaningfully captured as well. 



 

 

 
Figure 2. Cities in the projected space considering 15 neighbors and identified clusters 

highlighted in the geographic space 
 

In response to our initial research questions, comparing 15 and 500 strongest neighboring 

relations as input, we find that: 

 

1. Yes, the overall projection quality and the quality on chosen levels of detail of the output 

space depend on filtering decisions already made with the input data. The projection 

considering the 500 strongest neighboring relations yields an output space with 

considerably less detail, than a projection considering only the 15 strongest neighboring 

relations. 

2. Yes, the quality of the dimension reduction with DrL/VxOrd is indeed scale dependent. 

The patterns generated with the 500 strongest neighboring relations correspond quite 



 

 

well at the macro scale of the quality analysis, but less so at the micro scale. The exact 

opposite is true for the projection considering only the 15 strongest neighboring 

relations. 

 

Klavans and Boyack (2006a)’s suggestion can thus be only partially confirmed. Yes, with only 

15 strongest neighboring relations an input space can be recovered quite well with DrL/VxOrd, 

especially when considering structures at the micro scale. However, other solutions with 

comparable fit can be recovered, but their choice will depend on the level of detail of the 

analysis, driven by the research question. 

5. Summary and outlook 

We proposed a systematic evaluation framework to assess the effect of data filtering to spatialize 

massive datasets. Filtering of the input data not only affects the overall dimension reduction 

quality, but the spatialization quality also varies across different levels of detail within the same 

output space. Data filtering is thus not only a problem of handling computational complexity or 

simply trying to reduce data magnitudes for spatialization, but must also be driven by selecting 

the level of detail appropriate to answer the research question. The proposed geographically 

inspired evaluation framework is not only an important contribution for the interdisciplinary 

spatialization community, but could also be useful in geography and GIScience, for example, 

where dimension reduction algorithms are applied for change detection in clusters, or to track 

movement of groups over time, for example, in habitat analysis studies.  
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